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ABSTRACT
Resolved debris disk features (e.g., warps, offsets, edges and gaps, azimuthal asymmetries, radially thickened
rings, scale heights) contain valuable information about the underlying planetary systems, such as the posited
planet’s mass, semi-major axis, and other orbital parameters. Most existing models assume a single planet is
sculpting the disk feature, but recent observations of mature planetary systems (e.g., by radial velocity surveys
or Kepler) have revealed that many planets reside in multi-planet systems. Here we investigate if/how planet
properties inferred from single-planet models are compromised when multiple planets reside in the system. For
each disk feature, we build a two-planet model that includes a planet b with fixed parameters and a planet c with a
full range of possible parameters. We investigate these two-planet systems and summarize the configurations for
which assuming a single planet (i.e., planet b) leads to significantly flawed inferences of that planet’s properties.
We find that although disk features are usually primarily dominated by a single planet, when using single-planet
models we are at risk of misinterpreting planet properties by orders of magnitude in extreme cases. Specifically,
we are at high risk of misinterpreting planet properties from disk warps; at moderate risk from disk edges and
gaps, radially thickened rings, and scale height features; and at low risk from host star-disk center offsets and
azimuthal asymmetries. We summarize situations where we can infer the need to use a multi-planet model
instead of a single-planet one from disk morphology dissimilarities.
Keywords: circumstellar matter - planet-disk interactions - methods: analytical - methods: numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
Thousands of exoplanets have been discovered over the
past few decades, including many by the high sensitivity Ke-
pler Mission (Borucki et al. 2010) and high precision radial
velocity (RV) detection (e.g., Cumming et al. 2008; Howard
et al. 2010; Mayor et al. 2011). Exoplanets observed with a
wide variety of orbital and physical properties (e.g., super-
Earths, sub-Neptunes, hot/warm Jupiters; Winn & Fabrycky
2015, and references therein) require us to reassess the classi-
cal theory of planetary system formation and evolution built
on the Solar System prototype. Most known exoplanets re-
side in systems that are a few Gyr old: they are the end states
of a system’s early formation and evolution. Planetary sys-
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tem formation theories (e.g. Chiang et al. 2009; Schlichting
2014; Dawson & Johnson 2018, and references therein) have
been established based on these end states to explain the ori-
gins of planetary systems. One of the most direct ways to test
these theories and answer the fundamental questions of plan-
etary system formation and evolution (e.g., where do planets
form and how do they migrate?) is to characterize young
planetary systems during their early states of formation and
evolution (Su et al. 2019).
It is challenging to apply the most prolific exoplanet de-
tection techniques to young planetary systems. The strong
stellar activity noise (e.g., flares, flicker, and jitter; Bastien
et al. 2014) of young host stars can easily suppress or mimic
exoplanet signals in transit and radial velocity observations.
Although direct imaging detection (e.g., Gemini Planet Im-
ager, or GPI; Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet
REsearch instrument, or SPHERE) is most feasible for young
planetary systems, it is challenging as well because the high
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Figure 1. A gallery of debris disk features sculpted by a single planet simulated with the N-body integrator REBOUND (Rein & Spiegel 2015;
Rein & Tamayo 2015) and REBOUNDx (Tamayo et al. 2019). Planets and their orbits are labeled in blue as dots and lines. Planetesimals (i.e.,
simulated as massless test particles) are labeled in grey. Planet locations are only indicated in systems where disk morphologies depend on their
instantaneous locations. The left, middle, and right columns are corresponding to secular, resonant, and synodic features.
planet-star flux contrast results in low sensitivity to low mass
planets. However, we can still probe young planetary sys-
tems indirectly through their debris disks. A debris disk,
a circumstellar disk of dust and planetesimals orbiting its
host star, has been detected around roughly 17–20% solar-
type stars (Sibthorpe et al. 2018; Hughes et al. 2018, and
references therein). The dust in a debris disk is continu-
ously produced through collisions of planetesimals that are
gravitationally redistributed by the posited underlying plan-
ets (Wyatt 2008). By investigating debris disk features (here
we focus on warps, offsets, edges and gaps, azimuthal asym-
metries, radially thickened rings, scale heights) induced by
planet-disk interactions, we can characterize the correspond-
ing planetary system properties, such as the planet mass, its
orbital parameters, and the timescale expected for a disk to
evolve the observed features (see Hughes et al. 2018, and ref-
erences therein). Debris disk features have been well studied
in previous literature using single-planet models. As shown
in Figure 1, all of the following disk features may be inter-
preted as perturbations from a single planet.1
• Warps: A warped disk has an inner disk inclined with re-
spective to the outer disk. The disk needs to almost be
edge-on so that the warp will be observed. A warp has often
been interpreted as the signpost of a planet on an inclined
orbit (e.g., β-Pictoris; Mouillet et al. 1997; Augereau et al.
2001).
• Spiral arms: The spiral arm feature refers to a disk with
two symmetric spiral arms (e.g., HD 141569;2 Biller et al.
2015; Konishi et al. 2016). The feature can be explained as
the projected view of a warped disk and thus serves as the
signpost of an inclined planet.
• Offsets: An offset disk has an evident geometric center off-
set from its central star. This feature has been interpreted as
1 Figure 1 simulation setup can be found in Appendix A.
2 HD 141569 could be a “hybrid” disk between the stage of protoplane-
tary and debris disks (Miley et al. 2018). If so, the spiral arms might be a
hydrodynamic effect.
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the signpost of a planet on an eccentric orbit (e.g., Fomal-
haut, HR 4796A; Kalas et al. 2005; MacGregor et al. 2017;
Telesco et al. 2000). Lee & Chiang (2016) demonstrated an
offset ring could present various morphologies (e.g., rings,
needles, moths) in scattered light images caused by differ-
ent viewing angles.
• Edges & gaps: The edge and gap feature refers to a disk
with gaps and sharp edges (e.g., HR 8799; Su et al. 2009;
Matthews et al. 2014; Wilner et al. 2018). A void of plan-
etesimals across a certain region of a disk indicates a sculp-
tor with significant mass (i.e., a planet clearing its chaotic
zone; Wisdom 1980).
• Azimuthal asymmetries: Clumpy features observed in a
disk (e.g., β-Pictoris; Dent et al. 2014) may indicate the ex-
istence of a migrating planet that captured and redistributed
planetesimals to certain longitudes (Wyatt 2003; Reche
et al. 2008; Mustill & Wyatt 2011). Shannon et al. (2015)
demonstrated small dust grains migrating under Poynting-
Robertson drag may also get trapped in resonance with
planets and produce clumpy structures in scattered light im-
ages.
• Radially thickened rings: A radially thickened ring (e.g.,
Fomalhaut, HR 4796A) has often been interpreted as a
planet close to the inner edge of a debris ring stirring up
nearby material (Chiang et al. 2009; Rodigas et al. 2014).
• Scale heights: A substantial disk scale height (e.g., AU Mi-
croscopii, or AU Mic; Krist et al. 2005; MacGregor et al.
2013; Daley et al. 2019) has been interpreted as perturba-
tion of a large stirring body in the planetary system (Quillen
et al. 2007; The´bault & Augereau 2007).
These resolved debris disk features contain valuable infor-
mation about the underlying planetary systems, such as the
sculpting planet’s mass and orbital parameters. Most exist-
ing models assume that a single planet is sculpting the disk
feature. However, recent observations of mature planetary
systems (e.g., by radial velocity surveys and Kepler) have re-
vealed that many planets reside in multi-planet systems (e.g.,
see Winn & Fabrycky 2015, and references therein). In this
paper, we investigate if/how planet properties inferred from
single-planet models are compromised when multiple plan-
ets reside in the system. We categorize disk features listed in
Figure 1 into three categories: secular, resonant, and synodic,
according to their physical processes and timescales. Warps,
spiral arms, and offsets are secular features driven by the in-
terchanging angular momentum of planets and planetesimals
over a long timescale (Section 2). Edges, gaps, and azimuthal
asymmetries are resonant features that result from planets
clearing nearby regions due to overlapping resonances or
capturing planetesimals into orbital resonances (Section 3).
Radially thickened rings and scale heights are synodic fea-
tures that occur when planets stir up nearby material either
radially or vertically over a short timescale (Section 4). For
each disk feature, we build two-planet models that include
a planet b with fixed parameters and a planet c with a full
range of possible parameters. We characterize planet prop-
erties from the disk features in these two-planet systems and
summarize the configurations for which assuming a single
planet (i.e., planet b) leads to significantly flawed inferences
of that planet’s properties. Our model considers planetesi-
mals as massless, collisionless, and radiation-free test par-
ticles and studies how the gravitational influence of planets
affects their distributions. Detailed modeling of other phys-
ical processes, such as collisions between planetesimals, is
deferred to future work. We discuss secular features (warps,
offsets), resonant features (edges and gaps, azimuthal asym-
metries), and synodic features (radially thickened rings, scale
heights) in Section 2, 3, and 4, respectively. We summarize
our main results and list situations where we can infer the
need to use a multi-planet model instead of a single-planet
one in Section 5.
2. SECULAR FEATURES IN 2-PLANET SYSTEMS
Secular features are driven by the interchanging angu-
lar momentum of planets and planetesimals over a long
timescale. Through secular interactions, a planet on an in-
clined or eccentric orbit modifies the disk morphology by
changing the planetesimals’ inclinations or eccentricities.
Disk feature properties (e.g., a warped disk’s warp loca-
tion and inclination) can constrain the underlying posited
planet’s mass, semi-major axis, and other orbital parame-
ters. In Section 2, we investigate if/how our inferences
of these planet properties are compromised using a single-
planet model when multiple planets reside in the system. To
feasibly explore a wide range of two-planet configurations
each with thousands of planetesimals, we take advantage of
the Laplace-Lagrange secular theory, a first-order approxi-
mation in e and i of the secular terms in the disturbing func-
tion. The Laplace-Lagrange approximation is appropriate
for planets with low inclinations (i . 20°) and eccentric-
ities (e . 0.3) (Murray & Dermott 1999, Chapter 7; see
Appendix B in a nutshell). The analytical approximation,
compared to N-body simulations, greatly reduces the com-
putation time and allow us to explore hundreds of two-planet
configurations in a reasonable time.
2.1. Warps
A warped disk, an inner disk inclined with respect to the
outer disk, has been interpreted as evidence for a sculpt-
ing planet on an inclined orbit. The vertical warp gradu-
ally moves outward in the disk with a rate depending on
the sculpting planet’s mass and semi-major axis. Figure 2
demonstrates how a warp moves outward in a disk as a
function of the warp production time. The warp production
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Figure 2. The evolution of a warp over time, demonstrated with planetesimal instantaneous inclination versus semi-major axis (left panel) and
the projected image of the warp along the line of nodes of the planet (right panel). The warp is produced by a 10 Jupiter-mass planet with
a semi-major axis of 10 AU and an inclination of 5°. The warp production time (i.e., the time taken to produce the warp) is labeled in each
panel. Planetesimals’ inclinations oscillate between zero and twice the planet’s inclination at different nodal precession rates. The warp at a
certain warp production time is located at the semi-major axis where planetesimals are just reaching to their peak inclination in their first secular
oscillation cycle, labeled as the blue dashed line or arrow.
time is the time to produce the observed warp (i.e., calcu-
lated from the system’s age minus the planet formation time).
We approximate the warp production time by assuming the
timescale for the planet to form and get onto its current orbit
is either short compared to the warp production time (i.e., the
planet instantaneously appears with its present day proper-
ties) and/or planet formation happened during gas disk stage
when planetesimals were protected from planet by gas. With
an estimation of the warp production time τ and the warp lo-
cation awarp, the planet’s mass and semi-major axis (mb and
ab) can be constrained, although with degeneracy:
pi
τ
= nwarp
1
4
mb
m∗
αbα¯bb
(1)
3/2(αb), (1)
where nwarp is the orbital frequency of a planetesimal at awarp,
the semi-major axis of the warp, m∗ is the host star mass, b
(1)
3/2
is the Laplace coefficient, and αb and α¯b follow the formula:
αb, α¯b =
{
ab/awarp, 1 if ab < awarp
awarp/ab if ab > awarp.
(2)
Moreover, the planet’s inclination can be inferred from either
the overall disk inclination or the warp inclination:
ib = idisk. (3)
One of the best-studied warped disks is the debris disk of β-
Pictoris (β-Pic). A vertical warp at approximately 85 au from
the star is observed in optical and near-infrared wavelengths
and has been interpreted as an outcome of a giant planet on
an inclined orbit (Mouillet et al. 1997; Augereau et al. 2001).
Lagrange et al. (2009, 2010) later discovered β-Pic b, a di-
rectly imaged planet. Dawson et al. (2011) further modeled
β-Pic b, the posited planet generating the warp, using orbital
constraints from the directly imaged planet and showed that
planet b, rather than another planet, must be responsible for
the warp. We discuss the tentative detection of β-Pic c (mc =
9 MJup and ac = 2.7 au; Lagrange et al. 2019) in the context
of our findings at the end of Section 2.1.1.
2.1.1. Mass estimation error using a single-planet model
For systems like β-Pic with the detection of both a warped
disk and a directly imaged planet, the planet’s mass can be
constrained from the warp location and the planet’s semi-
major axis. This approach can be applied to other warped-
disk systems that will be discovered in future missions (e.g.,
James Webb Space Telescope, or JWST; Beichman et al.
2019; Chen et al. 2019; Brande et al. 2019; The Large
UV/Optical/IR Surveyor, or LUVOIR; Roberge et al. 2019;
Debes et al. 2019; The European Extremely Large Telescope,
or E-ELT; Brandl et al. 2014, 2018). However, our interpre-
tation on the detected planet’s mass could be compromised,
if the system has one or more planets undetected. Here we
investigate if/how our inference on planet b’s mass is com-
promised if there is a hidden planet c, assuming planet b is
the detected planet and planet c is the hidden planet. In our
two-planet model, we fix planet b’s parameters and explore
a range of parameters for planet c (i.e., mc = 0.001–20 MJup
and ac = 1–100 au). Doing so allows us to explore a wide
range of two-planet mass ratios and semi-major axis ratios.
We first explore a simple case where planet b and c are copla-
nar (ib = ic). The forced inclination (i.e., the time-averaged
inclination) of the planetesimal from such two planets can be
written as iforced = ib,c assuming all planetesimals begin with
zero inclination and longitude of ascending node (i.e., a flat
disk; see Appendix B). Planetesimals’ inclinations oscillate
between 0–2ib,c at different nodal precession rates. Warps
are located at semi-major axes where planetesimals are just
reaching to their peak inclination in their first secular oscilla-
tion cycle. When multiple planets sculpt multiple warps, we
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Figure 3. Warp location deviation in percentage for two-planet configurations versus one-dominant-planet configurations, where the dominant
planet is defined as the planet that primarily sculpted the warp. The warp location deviation is calculated from Equation (4). Planet b, labeled
as a black dot in each panel, has a mass mb = 0.1/2/8 MJup and a semi-major axis ab = 8/10/20 au. Planet c has a mass range of 0.001–20
MJup and a semi-major axis range of 1–100 au. All systems have a warp production time of 10 Myr. The white region in the top right corner
corresponds to systems for which warps move beyond 200 au (i.e., the edge of the disk) in 10 Myr. The hatch filled region corresponds to
configurations that fail to satisfy the analytical dynamical stability criterion given in Equation (5). The black dashed box in the top right corner
represents roughly the parameter space GPI and SPHERE are sensitive to (for a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc; Bowler 2016). The grey dashed box
represents the predicted performance of E-ELT METIS L-band (for a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc; Quanz et al. 2015). In each panel, planet b
dominates the disk morphology in configurations below the dark blue strip (i.e., the bottom left corner), whereas planet c dominates beyond the
strip (i.e., the upper right corner).
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Figure 4. Mass estimation error in percentage for the detected planet b for two-planet configurations versus the planet b-only configuration,
calculated from Equation (6). Planet b’s mass and semi-major axis are indicated as the black dot in each panel. The white region in the upper
right corner represents systems whose warps move beyond 200 au in 10 Myr. The hatched filled region is labeled for unstable configurations
given in Equation (5). The black dashed box in the top right corner represents roughly the parameter space GPI and SPHERE are sensitive to
(for a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc; Bowler 2016). The grey dashed box represents the predicted performance of E-ELT METIS L-band (for a 30
Myr-old star at 30 pc; Quanz et al. 2015). Colorscales indicate levels of mass estimation error. The darker the color, the more significant the
error is caused by the undetected planet c. Configurations under the orange curve and the white curve correspond to the disk median inclination
being reduced by 85% and 65%, respectively, compared to single-planet configurations. We categorize these configurations into two types
of disk morphology dissimilarities between a single-planet system and a two-planet system, demonstrated in Figure 5 and 6 and explained in
Section 2.1.2.
characterize the warp location using the semi-major axis of
the outermost warp since that warp will be the easiest one to
observe.
We first study how far the warp location deviates in a two-
planet system from a single-planet system. In other words,
we study whether the warp location is mostly contributed
from a single planet. For all simulations in this study, we
assume a solar-mass host star. We consider a warp produc-
tion time of 10 Myr, motivated by the earlier studies of the
β-Pic warp (e.g., Dawson et al. 2011) that used a timescale of
10 Myr. To calculate the warp location deviation, we have:
a′warp −max(awarp,b, awarp,c)
max(awarp,b, awarp,c) 100%, (4)
where we compare the warp location sculpted by two plan-
ets, a′warp, to the warp location sculpted by either planet b
or planet c depending on which one has a greater value,
max(awarp,b, awarp,c). We summarize our results in Figure 3.
The left, middle, and right panels of Figure 3 present warp
location deviations for three different planet b setups (mb =
0.1/2/8 MJup and ab = 8/10/20 au). In the middle and right
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panels, it would be feasible to detect planet b by direct imag-
ing using the GPI or SPHERE (Bowler 2016). Planet c has a
mass range of 0.001–20 MJup and a semi-major axis range of
1–100 au. Dynamically unstable two-planet configurations
are labeled as the hatched filled region using the criterion
given in Petrovich (2015):
aout(1 − eout)/[ain(1 + ein)] >
2.4
[
max(µin, µout)
]1/3(aout/ain)1/2 + 1.15, (5)
where aout, eout, and µout are the semi-major axis, eccentric-
ity, and planet-star mass ratio for the outer planet, respec-
tively, and ain, ein, and µin are for the inner planet. As shown
in Figure 3, the warp location is dominated by a single planet
in most two-planet configurations (i.e., configurations in light
blue). Planet b dominates the disk morphology in configura-
tions below the dark blue strip (i.e., the bottom left corner),
whereas planet c dominates beyond the strip (i.e., the upper
right corner). Which planet dominates the disk purely de-
pends on the planets’ contribution on the nodal precession
rate. When planet b and planet c have a similar contribution,
the warp location deviation is the highest and can be at most
22%.3
We also notice that in systems with one or two massive
planets with large semi-major axes, the warp sculpted by
it/them can easily move beyond the observable outer edge
of the debris disk (i.e., ∼200 au) in a short timescale (i.e.,
<10 Myr). This region of parameter space is colored white
in Figure 3 and subsequent figures.
On the one hand, Figure 3 demonstrates in most configura-
tions one planet dominates the warp location, but on the other
hand, it could be problematic when the dominating planet is
not the one directly imaged. The mass estimation for the
detected planet b could be significantly flawed, if the warp
is majorly sculpted by a hidden planet c. To characterize
the mass estimation error in situations like this, we estimate
planet b’s mass from the warp location sculpted by two plan-
ets and compare the estimated mass to planet b’s true mass.
The mass estimation error is
m′b − mb
mb
100%, (6)
where m′b is the estimated mass of planet b and mb is planet
b’s true mass. As shown in Figure 4, when planet c grad-
ually dominates the disk morphology, the mass estimation
error for planet b grows because we credit the disk feature to
the wrong planet. The upper right black box in each panel
indicates the parameter space to which GPI and SPHERE
3 The maximum warp location deviation can be derived from setting the
same nodal precession rate in a single-planet system and a two-planet system
and solving for the warp location ratio.
are sensitive (assuming a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc; Bowler
2016); within that box, planet c is detectable around some
stars. The grey box represents the predicted parameter space
E-ELT METIS L-band is sensitive to.4 The mass estimation
error for planet b could be huge if planet c is either massive or
close to the warp but not detected. The left panel of Figure 4
(mb = 0.1 MJup, ab = 8 au) emphasizes two-planet configura-
tions for which planet b’s estimated mass could deviate sig-
nificantly from its true mass. As shown in dark blue pixels,
a large semi-major axis but low mass planet c may cause a
mass estimation error as high as 10,000–100,000% for planet
b. The reason is that the observed warp is predominantly con-
tributed by planet c with a large semi-major axis (i.e, >100
au). Due to planet c’s low mass, the warp has not moved be-
yond of the outer edge of a debris disk yet. Attributing a warp
so far from the star to a small semi-major axis planet b results
in a huge mass estimation error for the planet. In contrast, if
a massive planet b with a large semi-major axis is directly
imaged (i.e., the right panel in Figure 4), the mass estima-
tion for the planet will be close to its true mass. The small
estimation error in this case is primarily because a massive,
large semi-major axis planet c is incompatible with a warp
location inside the disk over 10 Myr.
We consider the tentative detection of β-Pic c (mc = 9
MJup and ac = 2.7 au; Lagrange et al. 2019) in the context
of our findings. How would β-Pic c contribute to the ob-
served warp? We can answer the question from Figure 3,
the warp location deviation plot. β-Pic b’s mass and semi-
major axis (mb = 12 MJup and ab = 8.9 au) are similar to the
planet b setup in the right panel of Figure 3 (Lagrange et al.
2012; Bonnefoy et al. 2014). Figure 3 shows that the pa-
rameter space planet c lies in has minimal influence on the
warp location. Therefore, β-Pic b remains as the dominant
planet sculpting the observed warp. Furthermore, Dawson
et al. (2011)5 demonstrated β-Pic b must be responsible for
the warp, given the planet’s inclination constraint from direct
imaging and the observed disk inclination. A second planet
is unlikely responsible for the warp because it would be hard
for that planet to produce the warped disk morphology with-
out exciting planet b’s inclination. Our finding that a second
planet could affect the warp location in a system similar β-
Pic (i.e., Figure 3) is compatible because we consider a more
general case where the planet’s inclination is unknown.
4 We estimate the E-ELT performance with an inner working angle of
0.038′′ and a planet-star flux contrast of 10−8 for a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc
(Quanz et al. 2015). The planet luminosity is estimated using Eqn. (1) in
Bowler (2016).
5 We found that D+11 mistakenly used 1 solar-mass instead of 1.75 solar-
mass in calculating the warp production time in their Figure 1. This error
does not affect the conclusions of D+11.
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2.1.2. Disk morphology dissimilarities between a one-planet
system and a two-planet system
It is no surprise that the disk morphology sculpted by
two planets will on some level differ from disk morphol-
ogy sculpted by a single planet. If we are able to distinguish
these differences, we may infer the need to use a multi-planet
model instead of a single-planet one and thus avoid potential
mass estimation errors. Here we summarize two types of disk
morphology dissimilarities between a one-planet system and
a two-planet system. The first is the thickness of the outer
disk (i.e., how steeply the outer disk flattens from the warp),
labeled as configurations within the orange dashed curve in
Figure 4. When the outer disk beyond the warp is primarily
sculpted by a low mass planet c, the warp flattens steeply.
Compared to a scenario where planet b is responsible for the
warp, the outer disk is expected to be thinner, illustrated in
Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, the disk instantaneous in-
clination beyond the warp is much lower in a planet b and
c-sculpting system (in black) than a planet b-sculpting sys-
tem (in blue), even though both systems have the same warp
location. Consequently, we observe a much sharper slope
beyond the warp. Arrows in Figure 4 indicate the direction
in which this feature becomes more obvious and observable
(i.e., lower masses and larger semi-major axes for planet c).
The second morphology difference between warps sculpted
by one versus two planets corresponds to configurations un-
der the white curve in Figure 4. In these configurations, we
expect to observe two warps sculpted by planet b and c indi-
vidually, illustrated in Figure 6. Given planet c’s large semi-
major axis and low mass, it sculpts an outer warp at around
105 au after 10 Myr evolution. Meanwhile, planet b sculpts
a warp at around 28 au. The region between planet b and c
remains flat and thus we observe two separate warps. For a
given evolution timescale, this double warp feature is only
present when planet b’s mass and/or semi-major axis are suf-
ficiently small, so we do not see this feature in the middle and
right panels of Figure 4 (i.e., more massive planet b). It has
a strong dependence on the warp production time, since after
the inner warp and the outer warp meet, we will no longer
observe multiple warps.
2.1.3. The effect of secular resonances
The forced inclination of planetesimals sets the warp
height and the overall disk inclination. We can understand the
forced inclination as a time-averaged inclination on which
planetesimals have their inclination oscillations centered. In
systems where planet c has the same inclination as planet
b, the forced inclination is a constant with semi-major axis
and is the same as the planets’ inclination. However, in sys-
tems where planet c and planet b have different inclinations,
the forced inclination is not a constant but depends on the
planets’ masses, semi-major axes, and inclinations. First,
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Figure 5. Snapshot (10 Myr) of a disk’s instantaneous inclination
(upper panel) and morphology (lower panel) sculpted by planet b
and c (mb = 0.1 MJup, ab = 8 au, mc = 0.01 MJup, ac = 50 au; in
black) versus by planet b only (m′b = 2.35 MJup, ab = 8 au; in blue).
To emphasize the morphology differences, the axis aspect ratio is
not unity (i.e., y:x is 3:2).
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Figure 6. Snapshot (10 Myr) of the disk’s instantaneous inclination
(upper panel) and morphology (lower panel) sculpted by planet b
and c (mb = 0.1 MJup, ab = 8 au, mc = 0.001 MJup, ac = 100 au)
versus by planet b only (m′b = 13.2 MJup, ab = 8 au; in blue).
both planets will force nearby planetesimals to their inclined
orbits and therefore the observed disk inclination will dif-
fer from a single-planet case. Secondly, secular resonances
modify the disk forced inclination. When the nodal preces-
sion rates of planetesimals reach one of the characteristic
frequencies of the planetary system, the planetesimals get
excited to highly inclined orbits.6 Usually the secular reso-
nance has little effect on the morphology of a warped disk.
Since we observe the disk edge-on, gaps cleared by reso-
nances would not be easily observable. At certain warp pro-
duction timescales, however, a warp could move near one of
the secular resonance locations and the warp location could
be modified by the resonance. In Figure 7, we present a case
where the secular resonance reduces the semi-major axis of
a warp but increases the warp height. In this situation, we
are at risk of moderately underestimating the planet’s mass
but overestimating the planet’s inclination. Fortunately, a
6 In Equation (B4), the forced inclination or eccentricity approaches in-
finity as B → fi or A→ gi in the first-order secular approximation.
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Figure 7. Illustration of an inclination-type secular resonance mod-
ifying the location and height of a warp. Both simulations (i.e., blue
and black) have an evolution timescale of 5.14 Myr (i.e., one secu-
lar cycle) and the same planet masses and semi-major axes: mb = 2
MJup, ab = 10 au, mc = 0.1 MJup, and ac = 50 au. In the blue system,
ib = ic = 10° (i.e., the planets are coplanar), whereas in the black
system, ib = 10° and ic = 0° (i.e., the planets have a mutual incli-
nation of 10 degrees). The upper panel presents the instantaneous
inclinations of planetesimals at different semi-major axes. The grey
curve is the forced inclination of the black system, with a secular
resonance around 75 au that modifies the warp location. The lower
panel is a projected view of disk morphology showing differences
caused by the secular resonance.
secular resonance can only modify the warp at a particular
warp production time. Nevertheless, it would be helpful to
take this possibility into consideration when characterizing
planet properties.
2.1.4. Inclination estimation error using a single-planet model
In the last part of our exploration of the warp feature, we
investigate how our interpretation of the detected planet’s in-
clination is affected by the presence of an additional planet.
We mentioned earlier that the disk inclination could be dif-
ferent from the single planet case if planet c were to have a
different inclination from planet b. To study the strength of
this effect, we build a two-planet model in which planet b
has an inclination of 10° (ib = 10°), whereas planet c has an
inclination of zero (ic = 0°). We calculate the median forced
inclinations of 2,000 evenly distributed planetesimals from
20–200 au and use it as a disk inclination indicator. The fol-
lowing equation is used to compare forced inclinations of the
disk: |i′disk − idisk |
idisk
100%, (7)
where i′disk is the median disk forced inclination in systems
with planet b and planet c and idisk is in systems with planet
b only with ib = 10°. As shown in Figure 8, the disk
forced inclination is reduced significantly when planet c is
more massive than planet b. In other words, the median
forced inclination of the disk is dominated by the inclina-
tion of the more massive planet. To illustrate this feature, we
plot the disk forced inclination for configurations with dif-
ferent planet mass ratios in Figure 9. As planet c’s mass in-
creases, the disk forced inclination decreases from 10° to 0°
(dark blue curve). It is noticeable that the singularity in the
forced inclination shifts to greater semi-major axes as planet
c’s mass increases. This shift is mostly caused by a higher
nodal precession rate of nearby particles as a more massive
planet c shifts the secular resonance to a greater distance. The
triangle shaped feature in the contour in Figure 8 when planet
c has a semi-major axis (ac > 70 au) and low mass is caused
by our definition on the outer edge of a debris disk as 200
au. Figure 10 illustrates that as planet c’s semi-major axis in-
creases, the secular resonance occurs at a larger semi-major
axis and its width increases. Because we truncate the disk
at 200 au (i.e., shown as the vertical grey dash line in Fig-
ure 10), our calculation of the median forced inclination is
affected by the high forced inclinations of planetesimals near
to the resonance. In addition, as planet c’s semi-major axis
increases, the semi-major range of planetesimals with zero
forced inclination increases. If we extend the disk outer edge
to 500 au, we find the forced inclination of the planetesimals
drops back to 10°, which still follows the inclination of the
more massive planet. In interpreting observations, we should
make use of the observed disk outer edge, on which the disk
median inclination depends.
In summary, for the warp feature, our inference on planet
b’s mass could be significantly flawed using a single-planet
model if an undetected planet c is either massive or close to
the warp. Disk morphology dissimilarities may let us distin-
guish between one-planet and two-planet models. The over-
all warped disk inclination follows the inclination of the more
massive planet. The inference of the detected planet’s incli-
nation could be significantly different from the true value if
a hidden planet is more massive than the detected planet. We
also find secular resonances could affect the warp location
and height and require detailed modeling for specific sys-
tems.
2.2. Offset
In some exoplanetary systems (e.g., Fomalhaut, HR
4796A; Kalas et al. 2005; MacGregor et al. 2017; Telesco
et al. 2000), the geometric center of the debris disk or the de-
bris ring has been observed to be offset from its central star.
Wyatt et al. (1999) explained the observed offset as a result
of gravitational sculpting of a nearby planet on an eccentric
orbit. The forced eccentricity (eforced), a time-averaged ec-
centricity of a planetesimal at the semi-major axis a from
planet b, can be expressed as
eforced =
b(2)3/2(α)
b(1)3/2(α)
eb, (8)
where eb is the posited planet b’s eccentricity that generates
the offset, α is the planet-planetesimal semi-major axis ra-
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Figure 8. Median disk forced inclination deviation in percentage for two-planet configurations versus planet b-only configuration, calculated
from Equation (7). Planet b, labeled as a black dot in each panel, has a mass of mb = 0.1/2/8 MJup and a semi-major axis of ab = 8/10/20 au.
Planet c has a mass range of 0.001–20 MJup and a semi-major axis range of 1–300 au. Planet b has an inclination of 10°, whereas planet c has
zero inclination. The hatched filled region corresponds to dynamically unstable configurations using the criterion given in Equation (5). The
black dashed box in the top right corner represents roughly the parameter space GPI and SPHERE are sensitive to (for a 30 Myr-old star at 30
pc; Bowler 2016). The grey dashed box represents the predicted performance of E-ELT METIS L-band (for a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc; Quanz
et al. 2015). The darkened region in each panel corresponds to planet c causing significant disk forced inclination deviations (i.e., i′disk → 0°).
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Figure 9. Disk forced inclination as a function of the semi-major
axis. In each system, planet b is a 2 Jupiter-mass planet with a semi-
major axis of 10 au and a 10° inclined orbit, the same as the middle
panel of Figure 8. Planet c has a semi-major axis of 30 au and
zero inclination. Different curves represent disk forced inclination
profiles in systems with different masses for planet c (mc = 0.1, 1,
10 MJup). Increasing planet c’s mass forces the disk to lower forced
inclinations.
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Figure 10. Disk forced inclination as a function of the semi-major
axis. In each system, planet b is a 2 Jupiter-mass planet with a
semi-major axis of 10 au and a 10° inclined orbit, the same as the
middle panel of Figure 8. Planet c has a mass of 0.1 MJup and
zero inclination. Different curves represent disk forced inclination
profiles in systems with planet c having different semi-major axes
(ac = 100, 150, 200 au). Systems in which planet c has a large semi-
major axis are affected by a secular resonance (i.e., the spike around
180 au in ac = 100 au case).
tio in Equation (B3), and b(1)3/2 and b
(2)
3/2 are the Laplace co-
efficients in Equation (B7). Unlike the forced inclination,
the forced eccentricity depends on the semi-major axis ratio
of the planetesimal to the planet (i.e., the forced eccentricity
gets smaller when the planetesimal is more widely separated
from the planet). Although the forced eccentricity itself is
independent of the sculpting planet’s mass,7 the semi-major
axis and eccentricity of the posited planet can be inferred
from the offset feature using the forced eccentricity equation.
For the offset feature, we focus on the question: How does
a second planet with an eccentricity different from the domi-
nating planet affect the observed offset of the debris ring and
the debris disk? To study planet c’s effect on a debris ring,
we consider two-planet configurations for which planet b has
eb = 0.2 and planet c has ec = 0. We study the forced ec-
centricity of a ring near planet b and see how planet c’s low
eccentricity reduces the offset of that ring. In Figure 11, we
present the forced eccentricity reduction for an offset ring 2.5
Hill radii away from planet b caused by planet c. We place
the debris ring 2.5 Hill radii outside planet b’s orbit, assum-
ing it is at the boundary of planet b’s chaotic zone (Wisdom
1980; Duncan et al. 1989; Murray & Holman 1997).8 As
shown in Figure 11, in most parameter space, planet c barely
affects the forced eccentricity of planetesimals near to planet
b. Planet c only significantly affects the offset ring when
planet b has a low mass (i.e., left panel) and planet c is both
massive and close to the ring. The forced eccentricity of
the ring in these configurations is reduced by at most 35%.
In other words, eccentricities of planetesimals are primarily
dominated by the planet nearby.
7 The secular precession timescale still depends on the mass of planet b.
8 ∆achaotic ∼ 1.3µ2/7 ≈ 2.5RHill for Jupiter-mass planets.
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Figure 11. Forced eccentricity reduction on a ring 2.5 Hill radii away from an eccentric orbit planet b (aring = ab + 2.5RHill,b, eb = 0.2) caused
by a zero eccentricity planet c (ec = 0). Planet b, labeled as a black dot in each panel, has a mass of mb = 0.1/2/8 MJup and a semi-major
axis of ab = 8/10/20 au. Planet c has a mass range of 0.001–20 MJup and a semi-major axis range of 1–300 au. Hatched filled region are for
dynamically unstable configurations using the criterion given in Equation (5). The black dashed box in the top right corner represents roughly
the parameter space GPI and SPHERE are sensitive to (for a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc; Bowler 2016). The grey dashed box represents the
predicted performance of E-ELT METIS L-band (for a 30 Myr-old star at 30 pc; Quanz et al. 2015). In most parameter space, planet c barely
affects the forced eccentricity of the debris ring near to planet b.
We also generalize our study from a debris ring to a full de-
bris disk. We investigate two planets with different eccentric-
ities and their combined effect on the median forced eccen-
tricity of two thousand planetesimals evenly distributed from
20 to 200 au. Because we study the forced eccentricity of
the whole disk instead of a ring close to a planet, secular res-
onances become important and complicate the characteriza-
tion of eccentricities. Yelverton & Kennedy (2018) recently
investigated how planets’ masses, semi-major axes, and ec-
centricities determine the locations, timescales, and widths of
two exterior secular resonances in two-planet systems. In our
study, two interior resonances and two exterior resonances all
affect disk eccentricity. We find the median forced eccentric-
ity of the disk can be strongly affected by secular resonances,
making it challenging to characterize the planet eccentricity
from the disk eccentricity. In general, the planet with greater
semi-major axis dominates the disk eccentricity, assuming
the system is old enough for the disk to have experienced
one secular oscillation cycle.
In summary, for the offset feature, we find the forced ec-
centricity of a debris ring is usually primarily sculpted by
the nearest planet. A disk’s forced eccentricity is more com-
plicated to model due to secular resonances, but the overall
disk eccentricity follows the eccentricity of the planet with
the greater semi-major axis inside or within the disk.
3. RESONANT FEATURES IN 2-PLANET SYSTEMS
Debris disk features are sculpted by various types of
planet-disk resonant interactions. A planet can remove
nearby planetesimals, creating a gap, and sharpen the disk’s
edge because of the planet’s overlapping resonances. In
another type of resonant interaction, a planet captures plan-
etesimals into its orbital resonances while migrating and
redistributes the planetesimals to certain longitudes, cre-
ating an azimuthal asymmetry in the disk. Properties of
these resonant disk features (e.g., the gap width or the shape
of clumpy features) can be used to constrain the sculpting
planet’s mass, semi-major axis, and migration history (Wis-
dom 1980; Quillen 2006; Wyatt 2018). Here we investigate
if/how our inferences of these planet properties are com-
promised using a single-planet model when multiple planets
reside in the system for edges and gaps (Section 3.1) and
azimuthal asymmetries (Section 3.2).
3.1. Edges & Gaps
Sharp edges and gaps have been observed in many debris
disk systems (e.g., Fomalhaut, HR 8799, HD 107146; Kalas
et al. 2005; Wilner et al. 2018; Ricci et al. 2015). The width
of a gap and the sharpness of an edge can constrain the un-
derlying planet’s mass. Wisdom (1980) derived a simple re-
lation of the width of the chaotic zone (i.e., a region where
planetesimals are removed because of the planet’s overlap-
ping resonances) and the posited planet’s mass for a planet
on a circular orbit:
∆achaotic/ab ∝ µ2/7, (9)
where ∆achaotic is the width of the chaotic zone, ab is the
sculpting planet’s semi-major axis, and µ is the planet-star
mass ratio. This relation is also known as the “2/7” law.
Follow-up studies took into account the planet’s eccentricity
(e.g., Gladman 1993; Chiang et al. 2009) and the planetes-
imal removal timescale (e.g., Morrison & Malhotra 2015).
One of the most well-studied disks featuring edges and gaps
is Fomalhaut’s debris disk. Quillen (2006) applied the “2/7”
law to Fomalhaut and constrained the mass of Fomalhaut b
(Fom b), the posited planet that would clear the chaotic zone
and sharpen the inner edge of the belt. Chiang et al. (2009)
later constrained Fom b’s mass, semi-major axis, and ec-
centricity using orbital constraints from the directly imaged
planet (Kalas et al. 2008). Unlike it in the β-Pic system, later
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studies showed the detection by Kalas et al. (2008) might not
be the planet responsible for the feature. On the one hand,
Chiang et al. (2009) still provides a good example of how
to characterize the sculpting planet’s mass from the width of
the chaotic zone and the sharpness of the inner edge; on the
other hand, Fom b is a cautionary tale about the dangers of
assuming we know what planet is causing the features.
3.1.1. Mass estimation error using a single-planet model
If an edge or gap is sculpted by multiple planets, we ex-
pect the width of the chaotic zone to expand, and the sharp-
ness of the inner edge may also be affected. In this section,
we aim to answer the question: How would an undetected
planet c impact our inference of planet b’s mass from an edge
or gap? To do so, we build a two-planet model including a
Jupiter-mass planet b with a semi-major axis of 16 au (mb
= 1 MJup and ab = 16 au) and a planet c with a mass range
of 0.0005–1 MJup and a semi-major axis range of 1–15 au.
This parameter space avoids planet c’s chaotic zone exceed-
ing planet b’s chaotic zone and thus becoming the dominant
planet. For simplicity, we also assume planet b and planet c
have zero eccentricity and are coplanar to the disk. Resonant
features, unlike secular features, do not have a known analyt-
ical solution in the four-body case (i.e., a host star, planet b,
planet c, and a planetesimal). To investigate these features,
we perform N-body simulations using REBOUND (Rein &
Liu 2012; Rein & Spiegel 2015; Rein & Tamayo 2015) and
REBOUNDx (Tamayo et al. 2019). For each two-planet con-
figuration, we include two thousand test particles evenly dis-
tributed from 10–28 au with zero eccentricity and inclination
and random mean anomalies. Each system is integrated for
5 Myr with a time step of one-percent of planet c’s orbital
period using the WHFast integrator (Rein & Tamayo 2015).
The width of the chaotic zone is computed from the differ-
ence in semi-major axis between planet b and the median
of the ten innermost planetesimals beyond planet b’s orbit.
We choose this metric because of its insensitivity to transient
unstable test particles. We first apply the metric in the single-
planet case and characterize how well it works. We consider
a planet mass range of 1–5 MJup, characterize the widths of
the chaotic zones after 5 Myr evolution, and fit the widths
with Equation (9). We find that the planet’s mass scales with
the the width of the chaotic zone as
∆achaotic = 1.75
(mb
m∗
)2/7
ab, (10)
where the coefficient 1.75 is from our fitting. The relation
has some scatter and this variation can cause a small mass
estimation error for the planet (i.e., . 25%). For two-planet
configurations, the mass estimation error is calculated as the
following:
|m′b − mb |
mb
100%, (11)
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Figure 12. Mass estimation error for planet b (mb = 1 MJup and
ab = 16 au) calculated from Equation (11) according to the width of
the chaotic zone sculpted by both planet b and planet c. The hatched
filled region represents dynamically unstable two-planet configura-
tions over 10 Myr (i.e., ec > 1, collisions or ejections). The col-
orscale demonstrates levels of mass estimation error labeled by the
colorbar. A planet c with an orbit close to the inner disk edge and
with a comparable mass to planet b leads to the greatest mass esti-
mation error for planet b.
where m′b is the estimated mass for planet b using Equa-
tion (10) and mb is planet b’s true mass (mb = 1 MJup). In
Figure 12, we present the mass estimation error for planet
b in such two-planet configurations. The hatched filled re-
gion represents dynamically unstable two-planet configura-
tions over 10 Myr (i.e., if ec > 1 or any ejections or collisions
occur). As shown in Figure 12, planet c causes negligible
mass estimation errors in most configurations due to its mod-
est expansion of the chaotic zone. Only a planet c with a large
semi-major axis and comparable mass to planet b leads to a
relatively large estimation error (i.e., 100–250%). In other
words, our inference of planet b’s mass may be flawed when
an undetected planet c has a comparable mass and orbit to
planet b.
3.1.2. Further planet mass constraints from the edge sharpness
The sharpness of the disk edge may place a further con-
straint on the planet mass. Quillen (2006) has shown that
the eccentricity dispersion of planetesimals at the boundary
of the chaotic zone is correlated with the sculpting planet’s
mass as ue ∼ µ3/7. For example, a low mass planet disperses
planetesimals’ eccentricities by a relatively small amount
and thus sculpts a sharp edge, and vice versa for a massive
planet. Given the observed sharpness of the disk edge, we
may constrain the sculpting planet’s mass. In a single-planet
system, we find the observed edge sharpness is affected by
planet b’s mass via its effect on edge location and its pertur-
bation of planetesimal eccentricities, in agree with Quillen
(2006). Chiang et al. (2009) demonstrated the semi-major
axis distribution of planetesimals could also affect the ob-
served edge sharpness, because planetesimals on elliptical
orbits at greater semi-major axes could cross the inner edge
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Figure 13. Kernel density estimations for the planetesimals’ semi-
major axis distribution (upper panel) and stellar radial distance dis-
tribution (lower panel) sculpted by planet b-only (in darkest blue) or
by both planet b and planet c with different masses for planet c (in
lighter blues). We use Gaussian kernels with a bandwidth of 0.25
au. Planet b is a Jupiter-mass planet with a semi-major axis of 16
au. Planet c has ac = 12 au and mc = 0.05/0.5/1 MJup. Grey dashed
lines indicate the location of mean-motion resonances of planetesi-
mals with planet b.
boundary and smooth the disk edge. To constrain the sculpt-
ing planet’s mass from the observed sharpness of the disk
edge, we have to include the contribution from planetesimals
at greater semi-major axes in the model.
We conduct a series of case studies for two-planet config-
urations, aiming to explore an additional planet c’s contri-
bution to the edge sharpness. If planet c modifies the edge
sharpness from that sculpted by planet b only, we can in-
fer the need to use a multi-planet model instead of a single-
planet one. For each selected configuration, we include four-
thousand test particles near to the disk inner edge (i.e., 18–23
au) and integrate the system for 5 Myr using the IAS15 in-
tegrator (which treats close encounters more accurately than
other integrators, e.g., WHFast; Rein & Spiegel 2015). For
two-planet configurations, we set mb = 1 MJup, ab = 16 au, mc
= 0.05/0.5/1 MJup, and ac = 12 au. Planet c is placed close to
planet b to have an observable effect on the disk edge. Kernel
density estimation is applied to the semi-major axis and ra-
dial distance distribution of planetesimals. A Gaussian kernel
with a bandwidth of 0.25 au is used. As shown in the upper
panel of Figure 13, increasing planet c’s mass moves the disk
edge to a greater semi-major axis. Each peak of semi-major
axis distribution is slightly offset from locations of planet b’s
mean-motion resonances (i.e., labeled in grey dashed lines),
because of planets’ perturbation on the eccentricity of plan-
etesimals (the higher the planet mass, the stronger the pertur-
bation). We observe a slightly steeper inner edge slope for the
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Figure 14. Kernel density estimations for the planetesimals’ semi-
major axis distribution (upper panel) and stellar radial distance dis-
tribution (lower panel) sculpted by both planet b and planet c (mb
= 1 MJup, ab = 16 au, mc = 0.5 MJup, ac = 12 au; in black) or by
planet b-only (mb = 2 MJup, ab = 16 au; in blue). We use Gaussian
kernels with a bandwidth of 0.25 au. Grey dashed lines indicate the
location of mean-motion resonances of planetesimals with planet
b. Edge sharpness dissimilarity is ambiguous in distinguishing be-
tween one-planet and two-planet systems.
planetesimal semi-major axis distribution when planet c is
0.5 or 1 Jupiter-mass, compared to planet c with 0.05 Jupiter-
mass. This slightly sharpness change could be a result of a
0.5 or 1 Jupiter-mass planet c expanding the chaotic zone so
the disk edge is close to planet b’s 3:2 resonance; therefore
this subtle steepness change is caused by the change in edge
location rather than the eccentricity dispersion. However, in
the radial distance distribution presented in the lower panel
of Figure 13, the steepness change is less observable. The
flatter slope in the radial distance distribution is because, as
described by Chiang et al. (2009), planetesimals on elliptical
orbits from greater semi-major axes cross the inner boundary
and smooth the disk edge. It is difficult to distinguish among
various two-planet configurations using the edge sharpness
in the radial distribution of planetesimals, which is closer to
what we observe than the semi-major axis distribution.
We also compare the edge sharpness for two-planet con-
figurations to single-planet configurations. We show one ex-
ample in Figure 14. In the single-planet system, planet b is
a 2 Jupiter-mass planet with a semi-major axis of 16 au (mb
= 2 MJup, ab = 16 au). In the two-planet system, planet b
is a Jupiter-mass planet with the same semi-major axis and
planet c is a 0.5 Jupiter-mass planet with a semi-major axis
of 12 au (mb = 1 MJup, ab = 16 au, mc = 0.5 MJup, ac =
12 au). The two configurations produce slightly different
chaotic zone widths. However, as shown in Figure 14, we
observed no significant difference in edge sharpness in either
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the planetesimal semi-major axis distribution or stellar radial
distance distribution. We conclude edge sharpness dissimi-
larity cannot unambiguously distinguish between one-planet
and two-planet systems.
If a planet has its mass estimated from the width of the
chaotic zone, we could in principle model the disk edge using
a single-planet model and compare the modeled edge sharp-
ness to the observed one to validate the model. For exam-
ple, imagine we directly imaged a planet with a semi-major
axis of 16 au in a gap disk. Using the mass-chaotic zone
width relation in Equation (10), we would infer the planet
to be 3 Jupiter masses. If the planet is truly a Jupiter-mass
planet with an interior companion, we would have overes-
timated that planet’s mass by 200%. However, a 3 Jupiter-
mass planet would produce a greater planetesimal eccentric-
ity dispersion compared to a Jupiter-mass planet with an in-
terior companions, which would affect the edge sharpness.
Nevertheless, we would still face the problem (i.e., Chiang
et al. 2009) that the semi-major axis distribution of planetes-
imals also affects the observed edge sharpness.
3.1.3. The effects of two-planet in mean-motion resonance
We also investigate planet b and c’s joint effect on the disk
when they are in mean-motion orbital resonance (MMR).
When planet c in resonance with planet b and at the same
time planet b in resonance with outer planetesimals, a reso-
nant chain is formed, which could affect planetesimals’ or-
bits and stability. In Figure 15, grey dots show the eccen-
tricity versus semi-major axis of planetesimals in a planet
b-only system (mb = 1 MJup and ab = 16 au). Adding in a
Jupiter-mass planet c with a semi-major axis of 10 au (mc =
1 MJup and ac = 10 au) expands the chaotic zone from 19.5
au to 21.5 au, illustrated by blue and orange triangles. In the
two-planet-in-resonance configuration (in blue), planet b and
c are trapped in 2:1 MMR with the libration of the resonant
argument ϕ written as:
ϕ = 2λb − λc −$b,c, (12)
where λb,c are mean longitudes of planet b and c and $b,c
are longitudes of pericenter of planet b and c. For the not-
in-resonance configuration (in orange), planet b and c have
similar masses and semi-major axes but are not librating in
resonance. We observe no significant difference in the width
of the chaotic zone or the sharpness of the edge between two
types of configurations. Planet b and planet c in MMR can
help to stabilize planetesimals at certain semi-major axes,
e.g., planet b’s trojans, compared to planet b and planet c
not-in-resonance case.
3.1.4. Summary of edge and gap features
In summary, we explored how our inference of the posited
planet’s mass from the width of the chaotic zone and the edge
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Figure 15. Eccentricity versus semi-major axis of planetesimals
in a system with planet b-only (grey dots), planet b and c in 2:1
mean motion resonance (blue triangle up), and planet b and c with a
similar configuration but not in 2:1 mean motion resonance (orange
triangle down). Planet b is a Jupiter-mass planet with a semi-major
axis of 16 au in all three systems. Planet c is a Jupiter-mass planet
with a semi-major axis of 10 au in both systems, having its resonant
argument librating in the blue system but not in the orange system.
sharpness can be affected by a hidden planet. For all two-
planet configurations, the posited planet remains the dom-
inant planet by construction. We find the posited planet’s
mass estimation may be flawed only for a hidden planet with
a comparable mass and orbit to planet b, given the mass
estimation from the width of the chaotic zone. (An addi-
tional planet has little effect on the sharpness of the planetesi-
mals’ radial distribution but may subtly affect the semi-major
axis distribution.) In observations, two planets with similar
masses and semi-major axes are likely to be both detected.
In the unfortunate case where only one planet is detected,
the mass estimation error for the detected planet could be as
high as 250%. Furthermore, planet b and planet c in MMR
do not enhance the chaotic behavior, compared to planet b
and c near MMR.
3.2. Azimuthal Asymmetries
Clumpy structures observed in debris disks (e.g., β-Pic;
Matra` et al. 2017, 2019) may result from resonant interac-
tions between planets and planetesimals (e.g., Wyatt 2003).
As a planet migrates inward/outward, it captures and redis-
tributes planetesimals inside/outside its orbit to certain lon-
gitudes, resulting in disk asymmetries. Wyatt (2003) showed
the probability of planetesimals being captured by a planet
depends on the planet’s mass, semi-major axis, and migration
rate. Follow-up studies took into account additional factors
such as a planet’s eccentricity (e.g., Reche et al. 2008). Con-
sequently, if an azimuthally asymmetric distribution of plan-
etesimals is observed, we can place constraints on the under-
lying planet’s mass, semi-major axis, and migration history.
A second planet, migrating along with the planet primar-
ily sculpting the disk, may modify the resonant behavior of
planetesimals and thus affect the asymmetries. To under-
stand planet c’s effect on the disk morphology, we investigate
a few two-planet configurations including a Neptune-mass
planet b and a Neptune-mass planet c. Both planets migrate
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outward through the disk by exchanging angular momen-
tum with planetesimals (Fernandez & Ip 1984). We consider
a semi-major axis evolution of a0et/20Myr for both planets,
where a0 is the planet’s initial semi-major axis and t is time
since migration began. With an initial semi-major axis of 40
au for planet b (a0,b = 40 au), this evolution means planet b
migrates from 40 au to 66 au over 10 Myr. The migration
rate we use here is motivated by Wyatt (2003) to optimize
the capture probabilities into the 3:2 resonance for planetes-
imals. Three different initial semi-major axes of planet c are
investigated: a0,c = 36 au, a0,c = 30.5 au, and a0,c = 25 au,
which correspond to final semi-major axes of 59.4 au, 50.3
au, and 41.2 au, respectively. We investigate how planet c
with different semi-major axes affects the resonant behav-
ior of planetesimals. We simulate planet migration using
the modify orbits forces routine in the REBOUNDx
library9 (Tamayo et al. 2019). We integrate 5000 planetes-
imals (i.e., massless test particles) evenly distributed from
40–140 au for 10 Myr and use the IAS15 integrator to ac-
curately handle close encounters. Our simulation outputs for
the planet b-only configuration and three two-planet config-
urations are presented in Figure 16. Planetesimal positions
(left panels) and eccentricity versus semi-major axis distri-
butions of planetesimals (right panels) are shown. The blue
and orange dots represent planet b and planet c, respectively.
In the planet b-only configuration (a1, a2 in Figure 16), we
find planetesimals outside planet b’s orbits are captured in
several resonances (e.g., 2:1, 5:3, 3:2, 4:3, 5:4, 6:5). A sig-
nificant amount of planetesimals are captured into the 3:2 res-
onance with a wide range of eccentricities. Two symmetric
clumps observed in Figure 16 a1 are specifically these with
high eccentricities (i.e., e > 0.3). When planet c has a large
semi-major axis (e.g., a0,c = 36 au or a0,c = 30.5 au; b1, b2
or c1, c2 in Figure 16), planetesimals captured in 6:5, 5:4,
and 4:3 resonances are greatly reduced because the planetes-
imals cross the orbit of planet c. Although a large amount of
planetesimals are still trapped in 3:2 resonance with planet
b, highly eccentric planetesimals (e > 0.3) are missing be-
cause the inner planet c destabilizes the outer eccentric plan-
etesimals. Orange dashed lines indicate where periapses of
planetesimals cross planet c’s orbit (i.e., e = 1 − ac/a). In
contrast, when planet c has a small semi-major axis (a0,c =
25 au; c1, c2 in Figure 16), planet c’s orbit is too small to
affect planetesimals trapped in resonance with planet b, even
those on highly eccentric orbits. Meanwhile, planet c clears
the inner region of the disk and makes the clumpy structures
even easier to observe, compared to the planet b-only case.
In summary, the azimuthal asymmetry feature is primarily
dominated by a single planet. However, a second planet may
9 REBOUNDx(2.19.2) https://github.com/dtamayo/reboundx
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Figure 16. Case studies of the azimuthal asymmetry feature for a
single-planet configuration (panel a) and three two-planet config-
urations (panel b, c, and d). Left: planetesimal positions; right:
eccentricity vs. semi-major axis distributions after 10 Myr of evo-
lution. The blue and orange dots represent the final properties of
planet b and planet c, respectively. Planets in all simulations are
Neptune mass and migrate outward through the disk, following
a0et/20Myr. Grey dashed lines indicate locations of resonances with
planet b. Orange dashed line demonstrates where periapses of plan-
etesimals cross planet c’s orbit (i.e., e = 1 − ac/a). Panel a presents
a disk sculpted by the migration of planet b from 40 to 66 au. Panel
b presents the same planet b along with the migration of planet c
from 36 to 59.4 au; Panel c presents the same planet b along with
the migration of planet c from 30.5 to 50.3 au; Panel d presents the
same planet b along with the migration of planet c from 25 to 41.2
au.
affect the asymmetries by destabilizing planetesimals cross-
ing its orbit. Disks with no observed clumpy structures could
be the result of multiple migrating planets.
We only explored a few case studies for a second planet
with different semi-major axes. Although we placed two
planets near to resonance for some configurations (e.g., Fig-
ure 16 panel c near to 3:2 and panel d near to 2:1), in none
of our case studies were the two planets captured into reso-
nance with each other during migration, and this scenario’s
effect on the feature would be interesting to explore further.
A full parameter space study of two-planet configurations
(e.g., mass ratios, eccentricities, in MMR, etc.) is beyond
the scope of this paper, but worthwhile to explore to fully un-
derstand a second planet’s effect on azimuthal asymmetries.
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4. SYNODIC FEATURES IN 2-PLANET SYSTEMS
A planetesimal’s orbit can be modified by a nearby planet
through close encounters. At each conjunction, the planetes-
imal’s eccentricity and inclination are altered by the sculpt-
ing planet, along with a minor change in its semi-major axis.
If a planet sculpts a ring of planetesimals, these planetesi-
mals will show a distribution of eccentricities and inclina-
tions, resulting in a radially thickened ring with a vertical
scale height. We categorize this type of planet-disk interac-
tion as a synodic feature. The underlying posited planet’s
mass and semi-major axis can be constrained from the nor-
malized thickened ring width (e.g., Rodigas et al. 2014) and
the vertical scale height (e.g., Quillen et al. 2007). Both disk
features are particularly useful for characterizing planet prop-
erties in systems with no detected planet. In this section, we
investigate if/how using a single-planet model compromises
our inferences of these planet properties when multiple plan-
ets reside in the system.
4.1. Radially Thickened Rings
As a planet clears nearby material to sculpt the disk edge
(Section 3.1), it simultaneously stirs up planetesimals out-
side its chaotic zone; if the planet is near a ring of planetes-
imals (e.g., Fomalhaut or HR 4796A), we will observe a ra-
dially thickened ring. How much a ring gets thickened is di-
rectly related to the sculpting planet’s mass and how close the
planet is to the ring. With the assumption that the observed
ring lies just beyond the sculpting planet’s chaotic zone, we
can infer the planet mass from the thickened ring width (Chi-
ang et al. 2009; Rodigas et al. 2014). Rodigas et al. (2014)
confirmed a simple linear relation between the planet mass
and the thickened ring width:
µ ∝ nFWHM, (13)
where µ is the planet-star mass ratio and nFWHM is the nor-
malized full width at half maximum of the scattered light de-
bris ring. Since we do not know the initial ring width for an
observed system, this relationship places an upper limit on
the planet’s mass.
We are interested in how a second planet in the system
affects the ring width and consequently compromises our es-
timation of the first planet’s mass. To begin with, we con-
firm the mass-normalized ring width relation given in Rodi-
gas et al. (2014) for a single-planet system. This step is to
affirm that the linear relation found by Rodigas et al. (2014)
for scattered light also applies to planetesimal distributions.
We consider a planet mass range of 0.3–10 MJup and place
a zero-width ring of two-thousand test particles outside the
planet’s orbit. Both the planet and planetesimals have zero
eccentricity. The ring is placed as close to the planet as pos-
sible to have the strongest gravitational effect. The ring’s
semi-major axis is determined by the following criterion: we
require more than 99% of planetesimals must have a final
semi-major axis between 0.1–10 of the initial semi-major
axis but outside the sculpting planet’s Hill sphere after 2000
orbit periods of the sculpting planet. This criterion, com-
pared to Rodigas et al. (2014), is more stringent to make
sure the debris ring is stable for at least Myr timescale (i.e.,
∼50% of planetesimals remains after 1 Myr). The ring width
is computed as the range of the radial distances of the in-
ner 99% of planetesimals and further normalized by dividing
by the semi-major axis of the ring center. We find the nor-
malized ring width varies in time due to planet-planetesimal
synodic and resonant interactions.10 To take into account the
ring width variation, we take 80 evenly spaced snapshots of
the system from 1000 to 1100 planet b’s orbital period and
use the median of the 80 normalized ring widths as the ring
width for the modeling. We start at 1000 orbital period of
planet b, adopted from Rodigas et al. (2014), and choose a
time range of 100 planet b’s orbital period since it is com-
parable to or longer than the synodic or resonance libration
timescale for the planet mass range we study. WHFast inte-
grator is used with a time step of one-percent of the planet’s
orbital period. For the planet mass range we study (0.3–10
MJup), a linear mass-normalized ring width relation is found:
w = 0.019µ/µJup + 0.082, (14)
where w is the normalized ring width and µ/µJup is the
planet-star mass ratio normalized by the Jupiter-Sun unit.
The relation we find here is similar to what reported in Rodi-
gas et al. (2014) Equation (4). While a positive linear trend
between the planet mass and the normalized ring width is evi-
dent, we find the linear relation has scatter, and the variations
can cause a large mass estimation error for the planet (i.e.,
∼150%) even in the single planet case.
For two-planet configurations, we adapt a similar setup as
the edge and gap feature (Section 3.1): planet b is a Jupiter-
mass planet with a semi-major axis of 16 au (mb = 1 MJup
and ab = 16 au); planet c is interior to planet b with a mass
range of 0.0005–1 MJup and a semi-major axis range of 1–15
au. We determine the stable outer ring locations and char-
acterize the normalized ring widths following the procedures
described for the single-planet case. The ring locations we
find in these two-planet configurations are similar to the in-
ner edge locations we find in Section 3.1, as expected.
We draw several conclusions about the normalized ring
widths for two-planet configurations, which are summarized
in Figure 17. First, if the planet c is a low mass planet with a
small semi-major axis (i.e., the bottom-left corner), the nor-
10 The variation follows the synodic timescale (i.e., the time taken for
a conjunction), the repeated-conjunction timescale (i.e., the time taken
to repeat conjunctions at the same location), and the resonance libration
timescale.
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Figure 17. Normalized ring width sculpted by both planet b (mb = 1
MJup and ab = 16 au) and planet c. The hatched filled region repre-
sents dynamically unstable two-planet configurations over 10 Myr
from N-body simulations (i.e., ec > 1) and is color-coded as the
normalized ring width of 0.13, which is corresponding to the width
sculpted by planet b only. The ring width is reduced in some two-
planet configurations (i.e., colored in white/light blue) compared to
a single-planet system and thickened for a planet c with a compara-
ble mass and orbit to planet b.
malized ring width is similar to the single-planet case. Sec-
ondly, the normalized ring width could be reduced by 8–23%
in systems with planet c with either a comparable mass or
a comparable orbit to planet b but not both (i.e., configura-
tions colored in white/light blue in Figure 17). However, for
a Jupiter-mass planet c with a semi-major axis of 1 au, we
find the ring width is further thickened compared to a single-
planet model. The reason could be that the ring is placed
closer to planet b for the configuration. Lastly, a planet c
with a comparable mass and orbit to planet b (i.e., configura-
tions colored in dark blue in Figure 17) significantly thickens
the normalized ring width. However, we notice one excep-
tional two-planet configuration that causes less spread of the
ring compared to other two-planet systems with similar con-
figurations (mc = 1 MJup and ac = 12 au; the upper right pixel
in white). Future investigation is required to understand why
the normalized ring width does not spread out as much in
this configuration. The corresponding mass estimation errors
for planet b in these two-planet configurations are presented
in Figure 18. We estimate planet b’s mass (m′b) from Equa-
tion (14) and calculate the mass estimation error from Equa-
tion (11). Because of the large single-planet relationship in-
trinsic variation, we set the minimum mass estimation error
percentage as 200%.11 We reach a conclusion similar to that
for edge and gap features: an overestimate of the mass upper
limit for planet b occurs when a planet c with a comparable
mass and orbit to planet b is present but undetected.
11 The mass estimation error for a Jupiter-mass planet b with the nor-
malized ring width of 0.13 is around 150% using the mass-normalized ring
width single-planet relation.
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Figure 18. Mass upper limit estimation error for planet b (mb =
1 MJup and ab = 16 au) using the normalized ring width sculpted
by both planet b and planet c. The hatched filled region represents
dynamically unstable two-planet configurations over 10 Myr from
N-body simulations (i.e., ec > 1). The colorscale demonstrates lev-
els of mass estimation error labeled by the colorbar. Scatter in the
single-planet relationship can cause a large mass estimation error
for planet b (∼ 150%). The mass estimation error for planet b is
severely flawed only for a planet c with a comparable mass and or-
bit to planet b.
We also investigate how a planet c exterior to the ring af-
fects the normalized ring width (e.g., Fomalhaut’s ring; Bo-
ley et al. 2012). We consider the same planet b (mb = 1 MJup
and ab = 16 au) and a Jupiter-mass or Neptune-mass planet
c. We tune the semi-major axis of planet c and slightly in-
crease the semi-major axis of the ring if necessary to attain
stable system configurations. For a Jupiter-mass planet c, we
find the normalized ring width could be thickened by ∼50%,
which corresponds to a mass estimation error of ∼500% for
planet b. In such configurations, planet c could even be tens
of au apart from planet b but still have a strong gravitational
effect on the ring width. For a Neptune-mass planet c, the
normalized ring width could be either thickened or reduced
by roughly 10–20%, which may also induce a small mass es-
timation error for planet b. However, this error is comparable
to the uncertainties of the single-planet relationship and may
be considered negligible.
In summary, the thickened ring width is usually primarily
dominated by a single planet. However, the mass estima-
tion for the posited planet (i.e., an upper limit on the planet’s
mass) could be severely flawed only for (1) an inner, hid-
den planet with a comparable mass and orbit to the posited
planet or (2) an outer, wide-separation planet with a compa-
rable mass to the posited planet. Moreover, the single-planet
relationship intrinsic variations already causes a large mass
estimation error for the posited planet and usually dominates
over the error caused by an undetected planet.
4.2. Scale Heights
In Section 4.1, we investigated the radially thickened ring
feature, in which planets radially stir nearby planetesimals to
a wider radial range. Similarly, embedded planets can also
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vertically stir nearby material, resulting in substantial scale
heights (e.g., AU Mic, β-Pic; Krist et al. 2005; Daley et al.
2019; Matra` et al. 2017). Previous studies on scale height fo-
cused on how small stirring bodies (e.g., a Pluto-sized plane-
tary embryo) imparts random kinetic energy to smaller plan-
etesimals inside or near its Hill sphere (e.g., Quillen et al.
2007; The´bault & Augereau 2007). The scale height-to-
radius aspect ratio (i.e., H/r) can be used as a mass or size
indicator of the largest stirring bodies. In this work, we fo-
cus on scale heights sculpted by much larger stirring bodies –
planets. We study orbital changes of planetesimals (i.e., incli-
nation changes) due to the close encounter with the sculpting
planet and the resulting the disk scale height.
The´bault (2009) raised concerns about degeneracy in the
scale height feature caused radiation pressure on small dust
grains (i.e., with a size of 10 µm or less). Fortunately, this de-
generacy only affects observations at short wavelengths (i.e.,
comparable to the small dust grain sizes). For longer wave-
length debris disk observations (i.e., λ > 50 µm), the scale
height will still be dominated by the stirring bodies.
We first investigate the scale height feature in a single-
planet case. We are not aware of any analytical expressions
that describe the scale height of planetesimals generated by a
single, massive planet separated by several Hill radii from a
ring. To understand how the planet’s mass affects the ring’s
scale height, we use N-body simulations with a similar setup
as the radially thickened ring feature. We consider a planet
mass range of 0.3–10 MJup and put a ring of test particles
outside the sculpting planet’s orbit with initial inclinations of
0.01 radians, random longitudes of the ascending nodes, and
random mean anomalies. We study how a planet with zero in-
clination increases the disk aspect ratio from the initial value
of 0.01. Although we find in general the scale height in-
creases as the planet mass increases, there is not a monotonic
relation between planet mass and scale height. The reason
could be the planet’s resonances affect the ring location, and
the scale height is sensitive to the proximity of the planet.
For example, for a 5 MJup planet with a semi-major axis of
16 au, the scale height barely increases above the initial value
of 0.01 because the ring needs to be 3.65 RHill apart from the
planet to avoid the planet’s 5:3 resonance, which destabilizes
the ring. The closest location for a stable ring is still too far
from the planet to have its scale height effectively sculpted.
For a 6 MJup planet, however, the scale height is greatly in-
creased because a stable ring can be placed at a semi-major
axis similar to the 5 MJup planet (also avoiding the 5:3 reso-
nance) but only 3.35 RHill apart from the planet. Due to the
planet’s resonances and the sensitivity of the scale height to
the proximity of the planet, we cannot derive a simple rela-
tion between the disk scale height and the planet mass. When
interpreting observations, if both the planet and the ring lo-
cation are known, we could characterize the sculpting planet
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Figure 19. Comparison of a debris ring’s aspect ratio (H/r) and
normalized ring width sculpted by planet b only (“plt b-only”; mb =
1 MJup, ab = 16 au), by planet b with a planet c interior to planet b’s
orbit (“plt b+c (same side)”; mc = 0.46 MJup, ac = 8.8 au), and by
planet b with a planet c exterior to the debris ring (“plt b+c (opposite
sides)”; mc = 0.054 MJup, ac = 32 au) after 1000 orbit periods of
planet b. “Initial” refers to the initial orbital parameters of the debris
ring: 5000 test particles with a semi-major axis of 20 au and an
inclination of 0.01 radians. Two blue dashed lines indicate an aspect
ratio of ±0.01 for reference. An additional planet can significantly
increase the scale height, compared to the scale height sculpted by
planet b only.
mass from the width of the chaotic zone (e.g., Eqn 10) and
use that mass in numerical simulations to compare the simu-
lated scale height to the observed one.
We further investigate how a second planet (i.e., planet c),
in addition to the first planet (i.e., planet b), affects the scale
height. If the scale height is increased by planet c, we are at
risk of overestimating planet b’s mass. In the single-planet
configuration, planet b is a Jupiter-mass planet with a semi-
major axis of 16 au (mb = 1 MJup, ab = 16 au), which is the
same setup we used for the thickened ring feature (Section
4.1) and the edge and gap feature (Section 3.1). We place
a zero-width ring of five thousand test particles as close to
planet b as possible to have the strongest gravitational effect
on the ring while keep it stable (aring = 20 au). We integrate
the system for 1000 orbit periods of planet b with a time step
of one-percent of planet b’s orbital period using the WHFast
integrator. In the left two panels of Figure 19, we plot the
initial ring setup (i.e., a zero-width ring with an aspect ratio
of 0.01) and the ring sculpted by the Jupiter-mass planet b
only. In the planet b-only case, both the ring width and the
scale height are moderately increased and the scale height is
elevated from 0.01 to ∼0.015.
We then study how a planet c in the same system as planet
b further increases the scale height. Two types of two-planet
configurations are investigated: (1) planet c is interior to
planet b’s orbit (i.e., two planets on the same side of the ring)
and (2) planet c is exterior to the ring (i.e., two planets on the
opposite sides of the ring). In both setups, we find configu-
rations for which the scale height is significantly increase by
adding in planet c, demonstrated in Figure 19. In the planet
c-interior-to-planet b case, we explore planet c with a mass
range of 0.0005–1 MJup and a semi-major axis range of 1–
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Figure 20. Scale height-to-radius aspect ratio (H/r) sculpted by both
planet b (mb = 1 MJup and ab = 16 au) and planet c. The hatched
filled region represents dynamically unstable two-planet configu-
rations over 10 Myr from N-body simulations (i.e., ec > 1) and
is color-coded relative to the aspect ratio of 0.015, which is corre-
sponding to the scale height sculpted by planet b only. The aspect
ratio could be moderately increased from 0.015 to roughly 0.02–
0.025 for planet c more massive than 0.3 MJup.
15 au. Similar to the radially thickened ring feature, we take
80 evenly spaced snapshots of the system from 1000 to 1100
planet b’s orbital period and use the median of the 80 as-
pect ratios as the aspect ratio for the modeling. As shown in
Figure 20, for planet c more massive than 0.03 Jupiter-mass
(mc > 0.03 MJup and ac = 1–15 au), the scale height could
be moderately increased from 0.015 in the single planet case
to roughly 0.02–0.025 in the two planet case. For a few con-
figurations for which planet c is both massive and at a large
semi-major axis, the scale height could be significantly in-
creased to ∼0.05. We demonstrate one example in Figure 19
as “plt b+c (same side)”, where mc = 0.46 MJup and ac = 8.8
au. Planet b and the ring have the same setup as the single-
planet configuration (mb = 1 MJup, ab = 16 au, and aring = 20
au). For this configuration, planet c is massive and close to
planet b but does not increase the width of the chaotic zone
so that the ring is still close to planet b. The scale height
is significantly increased to nearly 0.05 due to the gravita-
tional perturbation from both planets. However, if the ring is
sculpted by either planet b or planet c only, the scale height
is barely enhanced.
In the planet c-exterior-to-the-ring case, we consider a
planet c of Jupiter-mass or Neptune-mass and a wide range
of semi-major axes. In both cases, we find planet c could in-
crease the scale height from that sculpted by planet b. Specif-
ically, a Neptune-mass planet c close to the ring could signifi-
cantly increase the scale height. We demonstrate this effect in
Figure 19 “plt b+c (opposite sides)”, where mc = 0.054 MJup
and ac = 32 au. Planet b and the ring have the same setup
as the single-planet configuration (mb = 1 MJup, ab = 16 au,
and aring = 20 au). Compared to the scale height of ∼0.015
if sculpted by planet b only, the scale height is increase to
∼0.04, by adding a Neptune-mass planet c. For a Jupiter-
mass planet c, the scale height may also be increased but
usually only by a moderate amount because planet c could
not be placed close to the ring without destabilizing the sys-
tem.
For both types of two-planet configurations we explored,
the proximity of the planets to the disk is key factor in in-
creasing disk scale height. The sculpting planets’ masses
play a secondary role. The dependence on proximity explains
why a Neptune-mass planet c has a stronger effect on the disk
scale height than a Jupiter-mass planet c when two planets
are on the opposite sides of the debris ring. The Neptune-
mass planet can be closer to the ring without destabilizing it
and therefore can increase the scale height more. Similarly, a
planet c interior to planet b’s orbit that does not increase the
width of the chaotic zone has a stronger effect on the scale
height, compared to those with higher masses and greater
semi-major axes that will increase the width of the chaotic
zone.
In summary, the disk scale height can be used as a mass
indicator of the stirring planet. Due to the complex interplay
between Hill and resonant stability, there is no simple rela-
tionship between planet mass and disk scale height. There-
fore deriving a mass requires detailed modeling of the indi-
vidual system. Although the aspect ratio is usually primarily
dominated by the nearby planet, we find a second stirring
planet could affect the aspect ratio by a significant amount if
it is close to the disk. For these configurations, our inference
of the assumed planet’s mass may be overestimated.
5. CONCLUSION
Resolved debris disk features contain valuable information
about the underlying planetary systems, and can reveal the
mass, semi-major axis, and other orbital parameters of the
planets by which they are created. Most existing planet-
disk models assumed a single planet sculpts the disk fea-
ture. We investigated if/how planet properties inferred from
single-planet models are compromised when a second, un-
seen planet resides in the system. On the bright side, we
found debris disk features (warps, offsets, edges and gaps,
azimuthal asymmetries, thickened rings, and scale heights)
are usually primarily dominated by a single planet. However,
the inferred planet properties can be severely flawed if the
wrong planet is identified as the source of the morphology.
We summarize our findings for each feature and highlight
situations where we can infer the need to use a multi-planet
model instead of a single-planet one from the disk morphol-
ogy and thus avoid potential planet characterization errors.
5.1. Warps
The warp feature (Section 2.1) allows for constraints on
the sculpting planet’s mass, semi-major axis, and inclination.
If a planet is detected in the system and its semi-major axis
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is known, the planet’s mass can be inferred from the warp lo-
cation and the warp production time from Equation (1). We
studied how our inference of the planet’s mass could be com-
promised by an undetected planet present in the system. We
found mass estimations for the detected planet could be sig-
nificantly flawed when the detected planet is not the dom-
inant planet in the system, demonstrated in Figure 4. In
extreme cases, the detected planet’s mass could be mises-
timated by orders of magnitude. To avoid such estimation
errors, we identified two types of disk morphology dissimi-
larities between a single-planet system and a two-planet sys-
tem (Section 2.1.2): the thickness of the outer disk (Figure 5)
and multiple warps (Figure 6). If the disk is well-resolved,
comparing the single-planet model to the observed disk im-
age allows one to infer whether or not a multi-planet model
is needed.
We also explored how an undetected planet could compro-
mise our inference of the detected planet’s inclination. We
found a warped disk overall inclination follows the inclina-
tion of the more massive planet (Figure 8 and 9). The infer-
ence of the detected planets inclination could be significantly
different from the true value if a hidden planet is more mas-
sive than the detected planet. If an observed system has no
detected planet, we can infer the inclination of the most mas-
sive planet from disk inclination. If the system has any de-
tected planets, ruling out the presence of any more massive
planets is necessary before characterizing detected planet’s
inclination from the disk.
5.2. Offsets
The offset feature (Section 2.2) is useful for inferring the
sculpting planet’s eccentricity. In the case where the ob-
served ring lies just beyond the sculpting planet’s chaotic
zone, we can approximate the sculpting planet’s eccentricity
as the observed ring eccentricity (Equation 8). We investi-
gated two types of disk configurations: a debris ring and a
debris disk. We found the forced eccentricity of a debris ring
is primarily sculpted by the nearest planet, demonstrated in
Figure 11. If we can confirm the observed planet is the one
sculpting the ring, we can infer the planet’s eccentricity from
the ring eccentricity.
We found it is challenging to characterize the planet’s ec-
centricity from the overall disk eccentricity. First, the disk
eccentricity can be much smaller than the sculpting planet’s
eccentricity (Equation 8). Secondly, the forced eccentricity
of an entire disk in a multi-planet system can be complicated
by secular resonances. A two-planet system would introduce
two interior resonances and two exterior resonances all affect
disk eccentricity. Fortunately, we may be able to identify a
multi-planet system from disk features sculpted by secular
resonances (e.g., multiple gaps; see Yelverton & Kennedy
2018 for a detailed discussion).
5.3. Edges & Gaps
Width and edge features (Section 3.1) place constraints on
the sculpting planet’s mass and semi-major axis. We con-
firm the relation between planet mass and the width of the
chaotic zone, also known as the “2/7” law (Equation 10). For
two-planet configurations, we studied how a second, hidden
planet would further increase the width of the chaotic zone
and thus impact our inference of the detected planet’s mass.
We found the chaotic zone width is usually primarily domi-
nated by a single planet. The mass estimation for the detected
planet is flawed only for a hidden planet with a comparable
mass and orbit to the detected planet, as shown in Figure 12.
The mass estimation error could at most be ∼250% in such
cases. Fortunately, in observed systems we would expect two
planets with similar masses and semi-major axes be both de-
tected (via either direct imaging or radial velocity) if one is
detected. We can be less concerned about the planet’s mass
estimation if we can rule out another, more massive planet
closer to the ring.
The gap’s edge sharpness is affected by the planet’s mass
(Quillen 2006), but it is difficult to constrain the planet’s
mass uniquely even in the single planet case (Chiang et al.
2009). We further explored how a second planet modifies the
edge sharpness and found edge sharpness dissimilarity can-
not unambiguously distinguish between one-planet and two-
planet systems, demonstrated in Figure 13 and 14.
We also investigated how would two planets in mean-
motion resonance, compared to two similarly spaced, similar
mass planets not in mean-motion resonance, affect the disk
morphology. We found two planets in MMR do not signif-
icantly enhance the chaotic behavior of the planetesimals or
modify the edge sharpness, demonstrated in Figure 15.
5.4. Azimuthal Asymmetries
The azimuthal asymmetry feature (Section 3.2) places con-
straints on the underlying planet’s mass, semi-major axis, and
migration history. We studied how a second planet, migrat-
ing along with the planet primarily sculpting the disk, mod-
ifies the resonant behavior of planetesimals and thus affect
the asymmetries. We found a second planet could affect the
azimuthal asymmetries by destabilizing captured planetesi-
mals crossing its orbit, as shown in Figure 16 panel b and
c. If no clumpy structure is observed in a system, we can-
not rule out migration: the lack of resonant objects could be
the result of multiple migrating planets. However, if clumpy
structure is observed, it is likely to be sculpted by one dom-
inant planet (e.g., Figure 16 panel d). Using a single-planet
model to charaterize that planet’s properties and migration
history is generally acceptable.
5.5. Thickened Rings
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The thickened ring feature (Section 4.1) places an upper
limit on the sculpting planets mass, which is particularly use-
ful for characterizing planet properties in systems with no
detected planet. We confirmed the planet mass-normalized
ring width relation derived in (Rodigas et al. 2014) for scat-
tered light images also works for planetesimal distributions
for single-planet systems, described in Equation (14). We in-
vestigated two types of two-planet configurations: two plan-
ets on the same side of the ring and two planets on the op-
posite sides of the ring. We found the thickened ring width
is usually primarily dominated by the more massive planet
closer to the ring. For configurations with both planets inte-
rior to the ring, the ring width could be thickened by 40–70%
if two planets have comparable mass and orbits (Figure 17).
Using a single-planet model for such configurations, we will
greatly overestimate the upper limit on the sculpting planet’s
mass by 400–650% (Figure 18). For configurations with
both planets on the opposite side of the ring, if two planets
have comparable mass, the ring could also get significantly
thickened even if one planet is far from the ring. Ignoring
such hidden planets could cause a mass estimation error of
.500%. For both types of two-planet configurations, a sec-
ond planet could further thicken the ring width and lead to an
incorrect inference on the assumed planet’s maximum mass.
When interpreting observations, we must be cautious using
the planet mass-normalized ring width relation when we do
not know how many planets may contribute to the observed
ring feature. However, if the ring system we study has one
or more detected planets likely sculpting the ring, we can be
less worried because another planet can only compromise our
inference if it has comparable mass and comparable/greater
semi-major axis. If one is detected via either direct imaging
or radial velocity, the other one is likely to be detected too.
5.6. Scale Heights
The scale height feature (Section 4.2) is useful to charac-
terize the mass of the sculpting planet. We examined how
a second planet would further increase the disk scale height
and thus led to an overestimation for the assumed planet’s
mass. We explored two types of two-planet configurations:
two planets on the same side of the debris ring (Figure 20)
and two planets on the opposite sides of the ring. We found
the scale height is usually primarily dominated by the stirring
planet with greater mass and closer to the ring. However, in
both types of configurations, we found systems for which the
scale height is significantly increased by the second planet,
demonstrated in Figure 19. The proximity of the planets to
the ring is the key factor that increases scale height.
5.7. Summary
Using our findings, we rank the risk levels of using a
single-planet model to characterize planet properties for disk
features we studied. We are at high risk of misinterpreting
planet properties from disk warps; at moderate risk from disk
edges and gaps, radially thickened rings, and scale height fea-
tures; and at low risk from host star-disk center offsets and
azimuthal asymmetries.
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APPENDIX
A. SIMULATION SETUP FOR FIGURE 1
Table 1. Setup parameters for N-body simulations in Figure 1. Column 2-5 illustrates planet b’s mass, semi-major axis, inclination, and
eccentricity, respectively. Column 6-7 presents the semi-major axis range and the total number of test particles. Integrator types for the
simulations are indicated in column 8.
Debris Disk Feature mb ab ib eb apar Ntot Integration Time Integrator Notes
(MJup) (au) (°) (au) (Myr)
Warp 10 10 10 0 20–200 1e4 10 whfast edge-on view
Spiral arm 10 10 10 0 20–200 1e4 10 whfast view at 30°-inc, 150°-pos angle
Offset 1 10 0 0.4 20–200 1e4 10 whfast ...
Azimuthal asymmetry 1 100 0 0 20–200 7.5e3 10 ias15 ab decaying as e−t/(20 Myr)
Edge & gap 1 16 0 0 16–26 4e3 10 ias15 ...
Radially thickened ring 1 10 0 0 13 1e4 0.3 whfast ...
Scale height 1 10 10 0 9–11 1e4 0.3 whfast ...
NOTE—(a) Ωb and $b are fixed to be zero in all simulations. (b) All test particles are massless. (c) We assume a solar-mass host star. (d)
N-body simulations run on REBOUND (Rein & Spiegel 2015; Rein & Tamayo 2015) and REBOUNDx (Tamayo et al. 2019).
B. SECULAR PERTURBATION CODE
The secular perturbation code is based on the Laplace-Lagrange approximation, a first-order approximation in e and i of the
secular terms in the disturbing function which works appropriately for planets with low inclinations (i . 20°) and eccentricities
(e . 0.3) (e.g., Murray & Dermott 1999, Chapter 7). We describe a planetesimal’s inclination and longitude of ascending node
using its inclination vector (p, q) as i =
√
p2 + q2, Ω = tan−1 (p/q) and a planetesimal’s eccentricity and longitude of pericenter
using its eccentricity vector (h, k) as e =
√
h2 + k2, $ = tan−1 (h/k). The inclination vector (p, q) and the eccentricity vector
(h, k) have the following form:
p = ifree sin (Bt + γ) + pforced(t),
q = ifree cos (Bt + γ) + qforced(t),
h = efree sin (At + β) + hforced(t),
k = efree cos (At + β) + kforced(t).
(B1)
The first term in both the inclination and eccentricity vector is the free element. The free inclination ifree, the phase offset γ, the
free eccentricity efree, and the phase offset β depend on the initial condition of the planetesimal. Unless stated otherwise, we
set initial orbital parameters of a planetesimal to 0 except its semi-major axis. The nodal regression rate B and the pericentre
precession rate A for a planetesimal located at the semi-major axis a have a similar form:
B = −A = −n1
4
Nplt∑
j=1
mj
m∗
αj α¯jb
(1)
3/2(αj), (B2)
where n is the orbital frequency of the planetesimal, Nplt is the total number of planets in the system, m∗ is the stellar mass, αj
and α¯j for j-th planet at the semi-major axis of aj follow the formula:
αj , α¯j =
{
aj/a, 1 if aj < a
a/aj if aj > a,
(B3)
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and b(1)3/2 is the Laplace coefficient. The second term in the inclination/eccentricity vector is the forced element, (pforced, qforced)
and (hforced, kforced), reflecting the secular perturbation of a planetesimal from planets:
pforced =
Nplt∑
i=1
−µi
B − fi sin ( fit + γi),
qforced =
Nplt∑
i=1
−µi
B − fi cos ( fit + γi),
hforced =
Nplt∑
i=1
−νi
A − gi sin (git + βi),
kforced =
Nplt∑
i=1
−νi
A − gi cos (git + βi),
(B4)
where µi , fi , γi , νi , gi , and βi are the i-th mode of a Nplt-planet system. γi and βi can be determined from the initial condition of
the planets. fi and gi are the i-th eigenvalue of matrices B and A, written as
Bjk = +nj
1
4
mk
m∗ + mj
αjk α¯jkb
(1)
3/2(αjk), Bj j = −Bjk ;
Ajk = −nj 14
mk
m∗ + mj
αjk α¯jkb
(2)
3/2(αjk), Aj j = −Bj j,
(B5)
where j , k, nj is the orbital frequency of the j-th planet, mk and mj are the mass of the k-th and j-th planet. αjk and α¯jk in the
equation are unitless numbers written as
αjk , α¯jk =
{
ak/aj , 1 if aj > ak
aj/ak if aj < ak,
(B6)
and b(1)3/2 and b
(2)
3/2 are the Laplace coefficients written as
b(1)3/2(α) =
1
pi
∫ 2pi
0
cosψdψ
(1 − 2α cosψ + α2)3/2
b(2)3/2(α) =
1
pi
∫ 2pi
0
cos 2ψdψ
(1 − 2α cosψ + α2)3/2
(B7)
µi and νi in Equation (B4) can be expressed as
µi =
Nplt∑
j=1
Bj Iji, νi =
Nplt∑
j=1
Ajeji, (B8)
where Iji and eji are the i-th eigenvector of matrices described in Equation (B5) normalized by the initial conditions of planets,
and
Bj = +n
1
4
mj
m∗
αj α¯jb
(1)
3/2(αj), Aj = −n
1
4
mj
m∗
αj α¯jb
(2)
3/2(αj). (B9)
αj here has the similar expression as Equation (B3). Given the secular code written from the analytical solution above, we are
able to explore a full range of configurations of a multi-planet model and study the planets’ effects on the disk.
